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Thank you for your interest in our COVID-19 Report.

In our first report released last Friday, the data told us that social traffic was up, way up. It also 
told us that even though ROs were down, they hadn’t decreased as much as sales, proving that 
service is still profitable. Neither of these insights surprise me, given the situation we find 
ourselves in.

The insights and recommendations we make each week, are sourced from a massive amount 
of data. Our entire product, engineering, and machine learning teams are completely focused 
on this effort. Things are changing fast and we’re watching — every hour, every day.

In this ‘new normal,’ days feel like weeks. In these uncertain times, we’re trying to bring some 
measure of certainty to dealers as quickly as possible, and we’re doing it with data.

If your dealership is open, or partially open and able to do business, it’s important that your 
customers are able to quickly and easily find you. Budgets and strategies will no doubt need to 
shift on a dime; armed with the right data and actionable insights, you’ll be able to make the 
changes that will best position your business to weather this storm.

Be well,

Jeremy Anspach 
Founder & CEO, PureCars
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WHICH WAY IS UP? 

UNCERTAINTY / UNKNOWNS
Am I staying open? 
Partially open? 
Closing all business temporarily?

MOBILIZING OPERATIONS
I’m partially open. What is the 
right staffing level in operations, 
service and sales?

IMPLEMENTING PROCESS
How do I refine my processes to 
accommodate our new 
procedures?

EXECUTING STRATEGY
How do I notify my community 
that I’m open, ready to serve and 
how to do business with me?

WHERE DO YOU FALL ON THE CONTINUUM?
Dealers moving through this continuum quickly are better positioned to capture demand and stay afloat.

If you fall on the right side of the continuum, even if you’re still in the process of mobilizing, there are three high-level 
strategies we recommend based on industry trends:

1. Shifting dollars from search to social is a big opportunity to capture shopper demand and save ad spend.

2. Increasing your focus on service is going to pay off in a big way right now. 

3. Aggressively promoting incentives (if your OEM is offering them) will help tip the scale with in-market shoppers.
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We understand most dealers are still in triage mode and deciding the next best move. These 
critical decisions, and the strategies that follow, are dependent on many factors: the state 
your dealership is located in, whether or not you are in lockdown, the number of days you’ve 
already spent in lockdown, how you’re set up to service customers online, your brand, and 
more.

Our digital strategists are more than willing to jump on a video call anytime to consult with 
you on the state of your region and the trends we’re seeing. No strings attached.

Email Us to Get a Video Consult:
COVIDsupport@purecars.com 

WE GET IT

mailto:COVIDsupport@purecars.com
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THE STATE OF THE UNION

33 States Now in Lockdown as Cases Climb
THE INSIGHTS
Dealers that have already decided 
on their COVID-19 business 
operations have to understand the 
impact ‘shelter-in-place’ orders are 
going to have on their market and 
brand. 

With more and more states 
implementing these orders, the 
impact on sales has varied wildly by 
brand and the number of days in 
lockdown. 

Overall, the mandates result in a 
sales drop, but it’s not as linear as 
you might think.

Data Source: Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2020_coronavirus_pandemic_in_the_United_States
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THE FACTS

Your State, County & Brand are Important Indicators 

THE INSIGHTS

● The average sales decline is -31.7% for the top 10 brands (unit sales) in states under lockdown for more than 10 days (CA, NJ, IL, NY, OH) 

● States in lockdown for 2-3 days in the past week are actually UP 4% week over week for the same brand unit sales. (AZ, KS, NC,TN,VA) 

● Sales remain flat for states not yet in lockdown week-over-week 

● We’ve also observed the same trends for individual counties that have issued orders locally vs. statewide

● Top 10 brands include OEMs running aggressive offers (Chevrolet, Ford, Toyota, Honda, Nissan, Jeep, Ram, GMC, Kia, Hyundai)
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THE FACTS

THE INSIGHTS
OEMs with the largest brand share and 
lowest impact on sales or revenue are 
those that have responded to this crisis 
in a big way with big incentives.  
Similar to those rolled out during the ‘08 
financial crisis — incentives like Chevy’s 
0% for 84 months + 120 days no 
payments, FCA’s 0% for 84 months, and 
Ford’s 0% for 84 months + 180 days no 
payments programs.  

Takeaways
These OEMs understood the advantage of 
responding quickly, and results show 
that dealers (especially Ford/GM/FCA) 
should be aggressively advertising these 
offers to engage in-market customers.

Aggressive OEM Incentives are Pushing Sales 
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THE FACTS

THE INSIGHTS
Low gas prices, OEM incentives, 
and states known for high truck 
and large SUV sales (coupled with 
lower COVID-19 impact), are 
resulting in increased sales week 
over week.

Takeaways  
If you represent OEM brands running 
strong incentives, and are still able to 
operate, there is a big opportunity to 
capture low-funnel shoppers right now. 

Also, OEM Heavy-Up Programs focused 
on trucks and SUVs are working well right 
now. If you have access to one of these 
programs talk to your vendor about 
taking advantage of it.

 

9 of the 10 Top Models are Trucks & Large SUVs
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THE FACTS

Shoppers Are Still Out There 

THE INSIGHTS
Dealership website sessions and visitors 
remained relatively steady over the past week. 

While we’ve seen a negligible drop on unique users 
in the past few days, overall volume remains high 
enough to confirm the value of intelligent ad 
spending online. We will continue watching this 
trend very closely over the coming days and weeks.
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THE FACTS

THE INSIGHTS
As with sales, the brands with the 
highest shopper engagement 
correlate with OEM incentives.

Low funnel activities on dealer 
websites for Lexus is showing strong 
week over week improvements, and 
Chevrolet continues to attract a lot 
of shoppers with solid engagement.

People Are Still Shopping Online
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THE FACTS

Spending on Social Continues to be a Good Value

THE INSIGHTS
● Social spend remained steady this past week while search spend decreased slightly. 
● We still believe that an aggressive budget shift from search to social is an area of opportunity for most dealers.
● Maintaining a focused, low-funnel, incentive-heavy focus on search will yield increased overall shopper engagement 

for both variable and fixed ops.
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THE FACTS

Spending on Social Continues to be a Good Value

THE INSIGHTS
CPCs and CPMs remain at record lows as people continue to spend a significant portion of their day on social 
media. This further supports a social first strategy for the foreseeable future.
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THE FACTS

Service Continues to Drive Revenue & Profit

THE INSIGHTS
Even though there was a dip in the 
total volume of service this past week, 
the average profit / RO spiked at the 
end of March. 

Takeaway
Service customers are willing to do 
additional suggested and preventative 
services while homebound, and savvy 
dealers are capitalizing on this 
opportunity.
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THE HUSTLE IS REAL

● Keep a close eye on COVID-19 case acceleration in your market, and the actions being taken by local/state 
government. Use this information to move through your operational decision tree as quickly as you can. 

● Leverage key vendors and industry peers for guidance on how to streamline processes and get the word out on 
operational changes, processes and services.

● Recognize whether or not your brand and inventory mix line up with what is currently selling well (or not) in 
your market and region. 

● If you are in the ‘sweet spot’ of market cycle, brand and model, accelerate advertising with data-driven guidance. 

● If you are not positioned favorably with your market cycle, brand and model line-up, reduce spend and pivot 
variable ops to weather the storm by highlighting select inventory. Target low-funnel only in search, with the majority 
of your budget in social.

● Regardless of brand or market, if you are setup for pick-up or touchless service, focus online ads to promote 
that; and don’t be shy about offering preventative maintenance and service options.

KEEP MOVING
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Look for updates each week
We will publish weekly updates on these and other key data insights. One thing you can count on is that 
we are not afraid to take a stance and provide explicit direction to our dealers. After all, isn’t that what 
you count on us for? 

For our customers, please reach out to your strategist (if you haven’t spoken with them in the past two 
days) as they are on the front lines of this data. Your strategist has access to more local data beyond this 
report, along with additional data points to help guide your decisions.

To consult or partner with PureCars, contact us and we will touch base ASAP. We are happy to share 
specific data and recommendations for your local market, no strings attached. 

WHAT NEXT?

How else can we help? Just as you are trying to find the best ways to serve customers, we are also trying to find the best ways to 
serve dealers, leading with data. While some data points are clear cut, others are influenced by multiple factors. We are doing our 
best to tease out the most actionable insights we can find to pass along to dealers. Our goal is to help you with tactical 
recommendations you can implement quickly to maintain some level of profitability during these uncertain times. We can’t offer 
guarantees, but we can offer support. Please send us your feedback and requests to COVIDsupport@purecars.com

https://www.purecars.com/covid-19-response/?utm_source=covid-report1&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=covid-19-response
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PureCars COVID-19 Response Hub
Our one-stop resource for dealers, partners and OEM’s

PureCars Blog Updates

NADA Coronavirus Hub

Canadian Auto Dealer COVID-19 Support for Dealers

Facebook Free Tools for Dealers: Keep Your Community Informed (PDF)

Facebook: How Businesses can Respond to COVID-19 (PDF)

Google is Here to Help - Auto-Search and Consumer Behavior Update (PDF)

Google COVID-19 Community Mobility Reports
Track community compliance to social distancing in your area

RESOURCES

https://www.purecars.com/covid-19-response/
https://www.purecars.com/resources/blog/
https://www.nada.org/coronavirus/
http://canadianautodealer.ca/covid-19-support-for-dealers/
http://1tnheh18p9fe1oru7u2bik1z-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/FB-Tools-for-Dealers-One-Sheeter.pdf
https://mcusercontent.com/361c3c1f77a751fabf4c3da68/files/e7c74f97-6b24-4a29-b4d1-61fd06f91ab5/Facebook_How_businesses_can_respond_to_the_coronavirus.pdf
https://mcusercontent.com/361c3c1f77a751fabf4c3da68/files/4ae4f88b-293e-4262-8c18-3fd92566b410/Google_is_here_to_help__Auto_Search_and_Consumer_Behavior.01.pdf
https://www.google.com/covid19/mobility/


THANK
YOU

Please continue to visit our
COVID-19 Response
Center for the latest reports 
and up-to-date information

Email Us For a Video Consult 
COVIDsupport@purecars.com 

https://www.purecars.com/covid-19-response/?utm_source=covid-report1&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=covid-19-response
mailto:covidsupport@purecars.com

